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I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the latest hot topics in business it’s hard to miss

the phrases ‘big data’, ‘data science’, and ‘(HR)

analytics’. In their 2011 reports McKinsey & Co

described this big data as the next big thing for

innovation, competition, and productivity (Manyika

et al., 2011). But how does this match with HR;

after all people are unique and unpredictable and

can’t be quantified, can they?

‘ I T ’ S  HOTTER  THAN  NOT !  HR

PROFESS IONALS  ARE  CLAMOR ING FOR

“ANALYT ICS”-THE  MAGIC  NUMBERS

THAT  W I L L  HELP  THEM COMBAT

ATTR I T ION ,  H IRE  THE  H IGHEST  OF  H IGH

PERFORMERS  AND PRED ICT  THE  FUTURE

SUCCESS  OF  THE  ORGAN IZAT ION .  WE

ARE  SEE ING THE  SURGE OF  INTEREST

IN  ANALYT ICS  AS  ONE  OF  THE  VERY

TOP  IN I T IAT IVES  IN  HR  TODAY.

TECHNOLOGY PROV IDERS  ARE

EMBEDD ING APPL ICAT IONS  W I TH

FUNCT IONAL I TY  TO MOVE BEYOND

REPORT ING AND ACTUALLY  PROV ID ING

THE  GROUNDWORK  FOR  DATA-DR IVEN

DECIS ION-MAK ING ’ .  ( JONES ,   20 14 ,  P .

43 )

The best way to start is to explore what big data

actually is. “Big data is high volume, high velocity,

and/or high variety information assets that require

new forms of processing to enable enhanced

decision making, insight discovery and process

optimization” (Gartner).

In other words, we need new tools and

technology because this data is so big, fast

changing, and unstructured that the current

technology cannot handle it. However, it is

not just about having a lot of data but what

you do with it that counts. Of course, you

need to have the hardware, databases and

software to store the data and to access it.

Nevertheless, when you start to do

something with the data it gets interesting

from an HR, and business, perspective

(Fairhurst, 2014).
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Analytics in HRM has been around for decades.

For example, the first mention of measurements

in human resources can be traced back to the

early 1900s (Kaufman, 2014). The next mentions of

big impact came by the first book on ‘How to

Measure Human Resources Management’ by a

pioneer in the modern era of HRM measurement,

Jac Fitz-enz which was published in 1984. So,

what is HR analytics? Bassi (2011) concludes that

HR Analytics ‘is an evidence-based approach for

making better decisions on the people side of the

business; it consists of an array of tools and

technologies, ranging from simple reporting of HR

metrics all the way up to predictive modeling’

(p.16). In other words, it is a data driven approach

with an aim for making better decisions on the

human side of the business

 

Typically, organizations go through a number of

phases in developing their analytic capabilities

(Fairhurst, 2014), see the figure below.
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The first phase is standard reporting, for example,

how many people do we employ, in what

departments, what is staff turnover etc. The

second phase consists of bespoke descriptive or

simple analyses like ‘if turnover is high in which

departments or teams is that in?’. The next stage,

subsequently, is to investigate whether this is due

to poor management or the type of jobs people

are being employed in. The fourth stage looks

forward and tries to involve predictive analytics

by building a statistical model which shows which

people in the organization are at risk of leaving.

The final stage is to embed this model directly

into decision making processes such as whether

to employ someone, to begin with, or not.

B E S POK E  DE SCR I P T I V E  &
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C H A L L E N G E S
More and more companies nowadays are

making efforts and taking action to gather

data concerning HR issues. However, the

biggest challenge in getting the best from

data (big or otherwise) and analytics starts

with ability of the organization (and the

people in it) to understand the business

sufficiently in order to conceptualize and

articulate the questions that need to be

answered. Subsequently, it requires that, on

the one hand, processes and technologies

exist to gather and store this data and on the

other hand that the tools and skills exist for

analyzing this data. Finally, it is essential that

the results of the analyses are communicated

back to the business in a clear and actionable

way. (Fairhurst 2014). In short, for HR Analytics

to become successful in the organization a

couple of skills are absolutely necessary:

 

Business Understanding:  Translating

business issues into data analysis

questions;

Data Skills: Gathering, structuring,

storing and manipulating data;

Simple Analysis: Standard analysis of

the data by using simple queries and

tabulations;

Advanced Analysis: Analysis using

machine learning and advanced

statistics;

Communication: Presenting the results

back to the business in a clear and

compelling way.  

 

These steps or skills are definitely not unique

to the HR field but they are quite challenging

for a business function which has not been

data driven. In fact, in many cases the HR

department has yet to develop in some or all

of these areas.

T H E  E E Z Z E R  W A Y
Whilst we do not pretend to have a perfect HR Analytics

module or that we have figured it all out, we do, however,

help our clients finding their way in this maze. By using our

tool we offer clients analyses in phase 1 and 2 (standard

and simple analyses) and more customized analyses in

phase 3 (complex and statistical analyses) on the topics of

evaluating and developing personnel. It’s not until an

organization has gathered enough (big) data that we can

start by offering them predictive analysis. An example of

this would be the ability to identify employees who are

more likely to resign than others, or to identify the

employees who are most likely to succeed at management

or board level. The final phase is an interesting one to think

about but also one that almost all organizations struggle

with. Whether you are the marketing, sales, finance, IT or HR

department, it is not, and never will be, easy to process

predictive analyses into automated decision making.

WE HELP OUR

CLIENTS FIND THEIR

WAY IN THE MAZE

OF HR ANALYTICS



C O N C L U S I O N

E N J O Y  T H E
E E Z Z E R  W A Y
O F  W O R K I N G

T O G E T H E R

Although it is not a simple step for some or

many HR functions, embracing a data-driven

approach to decision making undoubtedly has

the potential for HR to add, and be seen to

add, more value to the business (Fairhurst,

2014). So, without a doubt, mastering the

science and art of HR analytics will take effort.

But it will also result in a boost of the status of

the profession by helping them guide their

organization to a sweet spot – the intersection

between the development of people and more

profitable and enlightened management (Bassi,

2011). This means, for us, to stay close to our

clients and help them find this sweet spot

together by keep developing our software to

their needs.
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M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N
EeZZer facilitates the development of employees and organizations

through advice, interview training and the preparation and

implementation of an online tool that records the evaluation and

development of employees and aligns them with the organization. Next

to that we guide our clients in the field of KPI management and HR

Analytics. For more information about EeZZer and what we do look at:

www.eezzer.com or email us at info@eezzer.com

 

Follow us on social media too to stay informed of all developments.

http://www.eezzer.com/
https://www.facebook.com/eezzerbv
https://twitter.com/EeZZerBV
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eezzerbv/

